
 
Descriptions:

 

Sharp 1400mm Diamond Cutting Tools Marble Block Diamond Segments with
Cheap Price:

The design of Marble Block Diamond Segments has good sharpness and high efficiency at
the process of cutting; 
 
The Marble Block Diamond Segments has strictly raw material source and production
quality control assure stable quality;
 
Such diamond segment are highest ratio of performance to price! 
 
Specifications:

We are instrumental in providing to our valuable customers excellent quality 
Marble Block Diamond Segments which are available with following specification:

      1000-3500 mm Marble Segment Blade dimension
  Diameter    Dimension of Segment  No.of teeth



 Inch  mm  length  Thickness  Height  Number
 40  1000  24  7.4/6.8  15  70
 44  1100  24  7.4/6.8  15  74
 48  1200  24  7.5/7.0  15/20  80
 52  1300  24  8.0/7.4  15/20  88
 56  1400  24  9.0/8.4  15/20  96
 64  1600  24  9.0/8.4  15/20  108
 72  1800  24  10/9.0  15/20  120
 80  2000  24  10.6/9.8  15/20  128
 88  2200  24  11.5/10.5  15/20  136
 100  2500  24  11.8/10.8  15/20  140
 120  3000  24  13.0/12  15/20  160
 140  3500  24  13.5/12.5  15/20/30  180
 
Besides Sharp 1400mm Diamond Cutting Tools Marble Block Diamond Segments,
All of our products have been strictly tested before access to market. Other specifications can
be customized
according to requirements.
 

Product Details:

Sharp 1400mm Diamond Cutting Tools Marble Block Diamond Segments:

  



Applications:

Sharp 1400mm Diamond Cutting Tools Marble Block Diamond Segments, suitable for
marble, limestone, slate, various soft stone without quartz.
 





 

Cutting Effect:



Advantages:

1.Ideal edge trimming quality best .

2.Excellent comprehensive cutting performance.

3.High cutting efficiency, meanwhile, it has a long lifespan.

Related Products:
     



      
       
                                

 
About us:
 
We have a strict quality control system：
 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Block-Cutting-Granite-Segment.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/U-Slot-Diamond-Segment-for-Granite.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Marble-Block-Cutting-Segment.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Segment-for-Marble-Edge-Cutting.html


 
Packing & Delivery: 



 
Our service:

1. Low order quantity: It can meet the test order you need.
2. Fast delivery: We get great discounts from freight forwarders.
3. OEM Acceptable: We can produce according to your samples or drawings.
4. Good quality: We have a strict quality control system. Has a good reputation in the market.
5. Good service: We regard our customers as God with a high degree of professionalism and
enthusiasm.

FAQ:

1. If we want to order your product, how do we know your quality?
You can test with a small order, and then you will know the quality. Nowadays, many people
in the world use
Chinese products because of their high quality and high cost performance. We are a



professional diamond
 tool manufacturer with more than 8 years of manufacturing experience.

2. Can you provide samples for free?
We do not provide free samples. Based on years of experience, we believe that customers
will want them
because of their reliable quality. By purchasing samples, we will cherish and appreciate
them and make them
 get more. We are ready to offer our potential customers a special discount on samples. It's
very important that
you give us feedback, and we will appreciate it.

3. Does your company accept customization?
Of course, we accept customization. Including different colors, cutting objects, etc. We can
also tag your own
label and company brand. If you want us to make any new products for you, just send your
products to us. Whether
 it's drawings or samples, we have the ability to produce the same products. We will not sell
these products to others,
only customers can get permission.

Please note:

Please use high frequency silver welded machine instead of fire to make the brazing, the
welding time is only a few seconds, otherwise the diamond inside the segments will probably
be damaged by the high temperature, then the cutting performance will be reduced!
 
Contact us:

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China
TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220
Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 13559599186
E-mail: boreway06@boreway.net
Aaron Lin
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